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Abstract—Recent advances in data acquisition produce volume data of very high resolution and large size, such as terabyte-sized microscopy volumes. These data often contain many fine and intricate structures, which pose huge challenges for volume rendering, and make it particularly important to efficiently skip empty space. This paper addresses two major challenges: (1) The complexity of large volumes containing fine structures often leads to highly fragmented space subdivisions that make empty regions hard to skip efficiently. (2) The classification of space into empty and non-empty regions changes frequently, because the user or the evaluation of an interactive query activate a different set of objects, which makes it unfeasible to pre-compute a well-adapted space subdivision. We describe the novel SparseLeap method for efficient empty space skipping in very large volumes, even around fine structures. The main performance characteristic of SparseLeap is that it moves the major cost of empty space skipping out of the ray-casting stage.

1 INTRODUCTION

In volume rendering, a significant part of the computational effort goes into computing a large number of samples from the underlying scalar field. Therefore, one of the most important basic performance optimizations is trying to avoid sampling empty space, i.e., regions where the samples do not contribute to the volume render integral. This process is usually called empty space skipping or space leaping [6].

In recent years, advances in data acquisition techniques have tremendously increased the resolution, size, and complexity of the volume data that need to be visualized. One example are high-resolution microscopy volumes, where the individual voxels can be on the order of micrometers down to a few nanometers in resolution. In neuroscience, for example, the corresponding volume data sets can be multiple to hundreds of terabytes in size [14]. Often, such volumes contain finely detailed structures, such as axons and dendrites of brain tissue [2] or thin blood vessels [31]. However, large volumes containing intricate structures pose a huge challenge to empty space skipping.
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Our method comprises several key components: First, we introduce an occupancy histogram tree that hierarchically tracks three occupancy classes for volume regions: empty, non-empty, and unknown (Sec. 5). Second, we describe a traversal algorithm for the occupancy histogram tree that extracts view-independent occupancy geometry of nested bounding boxes only where the occupancy class changes (Sec. 6). This significantly reduces the fragmentation of space. Third, we introduce ray segment lists, which are per-pixel linked lists of consecutive segments of differing occupancy class. These lists are generated by rasterizing the occupancy geometry, while merging successive segments of the same class, such as several consecutive empty segments, into a single segment (Sec. 7). Finally, empty space skipping during ray-casting is now a simple linear list traversal that skips “as-long-as-possible” empty ray segments without hierarchy traversal.

Standard empty space skipping techniques, such as those based on octrees, perform well for relatively large connected areas classified as either fully empty or fully non-empty. However, fine-grained, non-homogeneous regions can lead to severe performance problems when fine structures cause the surrounding space to be subdivided very finely, as depicted in Fig. 1(c). We refer to this as the fragmentation of space incurred by a space subdivision such as an octree, which can ultimately lead to very high costs for skipping empty space.

SparseLeap. We propose the novel SparseLeap method for efficient empty space skipping in GPU volume rendering. SparseLeap is a hybrid object-order (rasterization) / image-order (ray-casting) approach that retains high performance even for large volumes containing fine, intricate structures, because it avoids unnecessary fragmentation of space. Balancing the overall load between object-order and image-order stages allows us to combine the advantages of both worlds.

Fig. 1. Comparison of empty space skipping methods. Bold rays denote where the volume is sampled; dots depict look-ups for empty space skipping. (a) No empty space skipping: everything is sampled; (b) Standard rasterization of non-empty bounding geometries is trying to avoid sampling empty space before the first and behind the last non-empty sample, but samples everything in-between. (c) Octree empty space skipping incurs many tree traversal steps in the fragmented space around fine-grained structures. (d) SparseLeap skips long segments of empty space even around intricate structures, rasterizing geometry into per-pixel linked lists of ray segments.

Index Terms—Empty Space Skipping, Volume Rendering, Segmented Volume Data, Hybrid Image/Object-Order Approaches
The goal of empty space skipping is to exclude regions in the volume from sampling that are classified as empty, i.e., regions that are not contributing to the output image. How this can be done depends on the (often hierarchical) volume subdivision employed, as well as on the actual volume rendering method, such as ray-casting or texture slicing, using either a single-pass or a multi-pass rendering approach.

### Image-order empty space skipping

State-of-the-art image order volume rendering methods, such as GPU octree ray-casting [3], follow each ray from tree node to tree node. Nodes that are marked as empty can simply be skipped. These decisions are often computed for each ray independently, without exploiting coherence between rays or between successive rendering frames, which is typical for GPU raycasters [5, 11]. Even more importantly, for volumes with thin structures (e.g., the neurites in Fig. 2), octrees subdivide space very finely, and many spatially adjacent nodes will have the same type (empty or non-empty). The corresponding high level of tree refinement forces ray traversal to proceed in unnecessarily small spatial increments. See Fig. 1(c). This large overhead makes empty space skipping inefficient, and significantly reduces the potential performance improvement. Spatial subdivisions that are able to adapt better to thin structures, such as kd-trees, can alleviate these problems, but are rarely used in practice [3], because their subdivision is extremely dependent on the spatial locations of non-empty voxels. If the transfer function or the active set of segmented objects changes frequently, adapting a kd-tree to the new spatial characteristics is not feasible in real time.

### Object-order empty space skipping

An alternative to putting almost all of the computational load on the ray traversal stage (e.g., the GPU fragment shader) is to move some of this load into a preceding object order stage. In volume rendering, two approaches are common [3]: (1) Multi-pass out-of-core volume rendering often subdivides the volume into relatively large bricks, and each brick is rendered separately [7]. Empty bricks are simply excluded from rendering. This approach is usually restricted to a very coarse granularity, i.e., large bricks, due to the large overhead of multiple rendering passes. (2) Rasterization of approximate bounding geometry allows the ray-casting stage to exclude some empty space [1, 15, 48]. See Fig. 1(b). These approaches can usually only skip “exterior” empty space, or also have to resort to multi-pass rendering and large brick sizes. It is possible to extend these approaches for skipping interior space [40], but this remains infeasible for hierarchical subdivisions of very large volumes.

### Contributions

In this paper we make several key contributions: (1) A novel method for efficient empty space skipping in large, complex data sets that significantly reduces the fragmentation of space that usually occurs when skipping fine-grained structures in a volume. (2) The design and implementation of efficient algorithms and data structures that combine the advantages of object- and image-order approaches that allow empty space skipping during ray-casting without hierarchy traversal. (3) A performance evaluation of SparseLeap, and a comparison to standard octree-based empty space skipping on several large volume data sets with different levels of sparsity.

2 Background on Empty Space Skipping

The overall volume rendering process and empty space skipping techniques are intimately tied together in most cases. Therefore, we briefly review papers on volume rendering in a comprehensive sense, before focusing more specifically on empty space skipping approaches.

### Volume rendering

Recent scalable volume rendering approaches for large data sets typically use GPU ray-casting [5, 11, 14, 15, 23]. In these approaches, large volume data are often represented by an octree, which is then traversed on the GPU using either explicit links between nodes [11], or with octree traversal methods adapted from kd-tree traversal in ray tracing [5, 8]. An important recent development is ray-guided volume rendering, which scales with the output image instead of with the input data set size [5, 8, 14]. In our work, we employ a similar ray-guided volume rendering approach. A survey of large-scale volume rendering techniques is given by Beyer et al. [3].

### Volume representations

Skipping empty space is often tied to the specific volume representation used. The simplest representation is a regular grid of volume bricks [3]. Kd-trees can adaptively subdivide the volume according to various criteria [41, 43]. Kd-trees are also common for rendering on clusters [7]. However, more often large volumes are represented using octrees [4, 5, 10, 11, 13, 28, 38, 42, 47]. Octrees are less adaptive than kd-trees, but are easier to update after changes to the transfer function or after en-/disabling segmented objects. Page table hierarchies are an alternative that has been shown to scale well to very large data [14]. A recent representation for raycasting voxelized geometry are sparse voxel octrees [25, 26]. Another alternative are adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) hierarchies [18, 19, 46]. Hybrids between grids and trees have also been used [24, 39]. Bounding volume hierarchies (BVHs) are standard in ray tracing, and can be applied to volumes [22], but are not commonly used for regular volume data. Specific representations for sparse volumes can improve storage, performance, or both [24, 35].

The data structure used for empty space skipping is usually intricately linked with the underlying volume representation and rendering method, e.g., standard octree empty space skipping stores non-empty volume data in the same octree, which is traversed for rendering and empty space skipping at the same time. In contrast, the SparseLeap data structures for empty space skipping are decoupled from the underlying volume representation.

### Empty space skipping

Traditionally, object-order vs. image-order volume rendering refers to slicing vs. ray-casting approaches [6]. In the context of empty space skipping, object-order mainly refers to the involvement of the rasterization of some kind of bounding geometry that approximates the non-empty parts of the volume [1, 40, 48], such as bounding boxes [15] or proxy spheres [30]. If octree or kd-tree nodes are rendered in separate passes, empty space can simply be skipped by excluding the passes of empty nodes [7, 29]. Exploiting ray coherence can improve performance [27], for example by re-projecting the previous frame [21, 44] or occlusion frusta [34].
In the same context, image-order mainly refers to GPU ray-casting methods that perform empty space skipping per pixel during the volume sampling step. Typical examples are GPU octree-based ray-casting methods [5, 11] that traverse the octree during ray-casting and skip nodes that are marked as empty. Some work has specifically targeted fibrous structures [33, 36]. It has been shown that AMR hierarchies work better for skipping empty space around thin structures than octrees [18, 19]. However, well-adapted space subdivisions are unfeasible to update interactively in response to transfer function changes or en-disabling of segmented objects. Strategies for skipping empty space have also been implemented in hardware architectures [32].

SparseLeap is a hybrid method with object- and image-order stages. Hybrid strategies have been employed successfully before, for example in the polygon assisted ray casting (PARC) by Avila et al. [1], and by Westermann and Sevencik [48]. Early approaches often employed graphics hardware rasterization, while performing ray-casting on the CPU. Sobierajski and Avila [40] were able to skip interior empty space instead of only exterior space, by rasterizing a grid of bounding boxes into multiple depth layers, which, although stored very differently, has similarities with our ray segment lists. Bounding geometry can also be represented efficiently, for example using run-length encoding [45].

Geometry and per-pixel linked lists. We take inspiration from occlusion/visibility culling, which is a standard problem in computer graphics that aims at avoiding rendering geometry that is invisible or occluded. Seminal papers are the hierarchical z-buffer [12], and hierarchical occlusion maps [50]. Recent output-sensitive volume rendering architectures [3] refer to this property as ray-guided [5] or visualization-driven [14], ray-casting only non-occluded volume regions. SparseLeap employs this strategy to only rasterize geometry where the volume is known to be potentially visible and non-empty.

To create our ray segment lists, we take inspiration from recent order-independent transparency (OIT) methods that use per-pixel linked lists [49]. However, our lists do not need to be sorted after rasterization, which avoids a big performance bottleneck. An alternative is performing rasterization intertwined with volume rendering by doing both in CUDA kernels [20]. The latter approach is very flexible, but we target exploiting the faster hardware rasterization of GPUs.

4 ALGORITHM OVERVIEW

Fig. 3 depicts the SparseLeap algorithm and its main data structures. We use an occupancy histogram tree to track volume occupancy of regions. Whenever the user enables/disables objects or updates the transfer function, we use the occupancy histogram tree to generate occupancy geometry. For each new view, we rasterize this geometry to generate a linear ray segment list per ray. Ray-casting then leaps over empty space via linear traversal of the ray segment list of each ray.

Occupancy histogram tree. We track volume occupancy hierarchically, using the three occupancy classes empty, non-empty, and unknown. Each node of the occupancy histogram tree represents a region of the volume. Each leaf node is assigned an occupancy class that is determined via standard culling, i.e., by comparing volume region information, such as min/max scalar value and the set of contained objects, against the current transfer function and the currently active set of objects. Each non-leaf node stores an occupancy histogram that is computed by propagating occupancy information up the tree. Each occupancy histogram is the sum of all occupancy histograms below its node. Therefore, each node stores the total count of leaf nodes of the entire corresponding sub-tree in each of the three occupancy classes. Using the non-standard occupancy class unknown facilitates lazy (delayed) culling (see Sec. 5.1), which is important for very large data.

Occupancy geometry. From the occupancy histogram tree, we extract a set of nested bounding boxes via a linear-time top-down traversal, assigning each box an occupancy class. However, not every tree node “emits” a bounding box. Using a simple set of traversal rules, we emit geometry only when the occupancy class changes while traversing down the tree. This leads to a significant reduction in both geometry and the corresponding fragmentation of space. Corresponding to the spatial extent of nodes, box sizes decrease from the root node down the tree. An important insight of SparseLeap is that the occupancy class of a smaller box is able to override the class of the larger box that contains it, over the extent of the smaller box. Finally, we exploit the coherence between successive rendering frames by re-using the same occupancy geometry, unless the occupancy itself has changed because the transfer function or the active set of objects has changed.
Ray segment lists. For each new view, the occupancy geometry is rasterized into per-pixel linked lists that store a sequence of successive segments (1D intervals) for each ray. Each segment corresponds to one of the three occupancy classes. During rasterization, consecutive segments of the same class are merged into a single segment. We generate all ray segment lists in parallel by rasterizing the occupancy geometry stored in GPU memory. This approach leverages the extremely fast GPU rasterization hardware, and in this way removes the most significant cost of empty space skipping from the GPU ray-casting shader.

Our method has similarities with GPU order-independent transparency (OIT) approaches using per-pixel linked lists. However, we obtain the ray segment lists in already sorted order, by rasterizing the occupancy geometry accordingly (Sec. 6.2). Therefore, we do not need to sort them afterward, which is a big difference to standard OIT.

Ray-casting. The ray segment lists enable empty space skipping during ray-casting via a simple linear list traversal. The main change to a standard ray-casting implementation is adding an additional outer loop that traverses the ray segment list of the current pixel from front to back along the ray, skipping each encountered empty segment. Volume sampling is only performed for non-empty segments, as well as for unknown segments. Therefore, the SparseLeap algorithm can easily be integrated into any existing GPU ray-casting shader.

We now discuss the details of each major component of the SparseLeap pipeline just outlined in the following sections.

5 Occupancy Histogram Tree

The occupancy histogram tree depicted in Fig. 3(a) comprises a spatial subdivision of the volume, i.e., each tree node corresponds to a specific region of space. Our occupancy histogram tree is implemented as an octree, i.e., the spatial region corresponding to each node is an axis-aligned box. However, we emphasize that our occupancy histogram tree serves a different purpose than a volume octree in standard volume rendering. Specifically, the occupancy histogram tree stores a hierarchy of occupancy histograms over multiple possible occupancy classes. In contrast to standard usage, encoding occupancy information in histograms does not mean that every parent node of a non-empty node is classified as non-empty as well. This is a crucial difference to how occupancy information is propagated in standard volume octrees.

5.1 Occupancy Histograms and Occupancy Classes

An occupancy histogram is a histogram over the three occupancy classes empty, non-empty, and unknown. The histogram stored in a given node of the occupancy histogram tree stores one count for each of the three occupancy classes. Each count corresponds to how many leaf nodes of the sub-tree of that node belong to that occupancy class. The leaf nodes of the occupancy histogram tree do not need to store a full histogram. Instead, they directly store the occupancy class corresponding to the spatial region represented by the leaf node.

Occupancy classes empty and non-empty. For each leaf node, a culling step determines whether the spatial region corresponding to the node is empty or non-empty, by comparing meta-data against the current transfer function and the set of active objects. See below.

Occupancy class unknown. In order to be able to scale to very large data, we allow for delayed culling, i.e., the lazy determination of the occupancy classes empty or non-empty. This is facilitated by the class unknown, which denotes that it is not yet known whether the spatial region corresponding to a leaf node is actually empty or non-empty. To fully support this, our ray-caster generates an occupancy miss when it encounters a ray segment of class unknown (Sec. 8.2).

5.2 Tree Updates

In order to determine the occupancy class of a given leaf node of the occupancy histogram tree, actual culling must be performed for that node. Apart from allowing delayed culling (see below), we do this in the standard way, i.e., by comparing stored meta-data of the leaf node against global user-determined settings, such as the current transfer function, and the current set of active (enabled) segmented objects:

- Segmented objects: Culling requires meta-data of the set of objects contained in each node. If all contained objects are globally disabled, the occupancy class of the node will be set to empty. Otherwise, it will be set depending on the transfer function.
- Transfer function: Culling requires meta-data of min/max scalar value of each node. For completely transparent (zero opacity) nodes, this will result in an occupancy class of empty, otherwise in a class of non-empty. Iso-surfaces can be culled analogously.

Delayed culling. Culling can be performed in a delayed fashion, where the occupancy class of a leaf node is initially set to unknown, and only changed to empty or non-empty after the (asynchronous) culling process has completed. In addition to delayed culling, our implementation supports even computing the meta-data required by culling in a delayed fashion. In order to support this, the meta-data are allowed to be missing. When an occupancy miss is reported for a node that is still missing its meta-data, it will be computed at that time.

Occupancy histogram propagation. The occupancy histograms are computed by propagating the occupancy class information of leaf nodes up the tree. In order to do this, we traverse the occupancy histogram tree recursively in depth first order, starting at the root: Each non-leaf node first descends to its child nodes, and, after the child traversal returns, computes its occupancy histogram as the sum of the occupancy histograms of its child nodes, which are now correctly set.

Growing and pruning the tree. When an occupancy miss is reported that corresponds to a node that does not exist in the occupancy histogram tree, the tree is automatically grown to include that node. The initial occupancy class of new nodes is always set to unknown. It will be changed to empty or non-empty after culling has been performed. We automatically retire unused (invisible) tree nodes, i.e., nodes that are occluded or outside the view frustum. Doing so makes our approach output-sensitive, i.e., it scales with the visible output instead of the whole volume. This is done by deleting nodes, and possibly their entire sub-tree, using a least-recently used strategy (Sec. 8.3).

6 Occupancy Geometry Generation

From the occupancy histogram tree, the corresponding occupancy geometry illustrated in Fig. 4 is extracted by traversing the tree using simple traversal rules that determine whether a node’s bounding box should be emitted or not. Note that this process is view-independent.

6.1 Occupancy Histogram Tree Traversal

To generate the occupancy geometry, we traverse the occupancy histogram tree in breadth first order, visiting child nodes in a fixed order (not in visibility order). The resulting occupancy geometry therefore always stores larger boxes (coarser tree levels) before smaller boxes (finer tree levels), which optionally allows stopping the traversal when a given budget for the number of boxes has been reached.

According to the traversal rules below, a given node might simply be skipped during traversal, or it might emit the geometry of the node’s bounding box (we only store box center and size), together with the node’s occupancy class, as well as the occupancy class of its parent.

![Fig. 4. Occupancy geometry generation and ray segments. (a) The occupancy geometry comprises view-independent nested bounding boxes of different occupancy class, reducing the fragmentation of space. (b) Consecutive segments of the same occupancy class are merged during rasterization of the occupancy geometry into ray segment lists.](image-url)
Fig. 5. Ray events and ray segment list generation. Ray segment lists are generated by rasterizing nested occupancy geometry bounding boxes. The rasterization of their front- and back-faces, respectively, results in ray events at the corresponding intersection positions: entry events for front faces, and exit events for back faces. After all ray events have been rasterized (right), including possibly merging or deleting events, the result is the final ray segment list (left): a sequence of ray segments (intervals between consecutive ray events), with one occupancy class per segment: empty, non-empty, or unknown. Left: Occupancy geometry and corresponding output ray segment list. Right: Step-by-step generation.

**Traversals rules.** The occupancy histogram tree produces an array of bounding boxes with occupancy classes using the following rules:

- The tree is traversed in breadth first order starting at the root. Each node is passed in the occupancy class of its parent node. The parent class for the root node is invalid, defined as not equal to any other class. Therefore, the root node always emits its bounding box (see below), i.e., the whole volume bounding box.

- Each node determines its occupancy class. For leaf nodes the occupancy class is already stored in the node and does not have to be computed. Each visited non-leaf node inspects its occupancy histogram to determine its own occupancy class. The class is set to the majority vote over the occupancy histogram, i.e., the class that occurs the most often in all leaf nodes of its sub-tree.

- Geometry emission: Each visited node compares its occupancy class with the class of its parent: If the class is the same, no bounding box is emitted. If the class is different, a bounding box with the respective occupancy class info is emitted for the node.

- If the already emitted number of bounding boxes exceeds a pre-specified (optional) resource limit, traversal is stopped.

**Occupancy geometry and fragmentation of space.** Fig. 4(a) illustrates an example occupancy geometry of nested bounding boxes resulting from these traversal rules. Fig. 2(b, d) depicts actual occupancy geometry as green (non-empty) and red (empty) boxes. Using our approach, space is significantly less fragmented than when a standard octree is used. However, we observe that some fragmentation of space still remains. These cases are resolved during the subsequent rasterization of ray segment lists, where consecutive ray segments of the same occupancy class are detected and merged (Fig. 5). The overall resulting depth complexity is very low, which is visualized in Fig. 7 (left).

### 6.2 Occupancy Visibility-Ordering

The occupancy geometry itself is view-independent. However, the rasterization of ray segment lists below must be performed in visibility order with respect to the current view point. Therefore, whenever the view changes, we compute a visibility-sorted index array that references the current occupancy geometry in front-to-back visibility order.

**Visibility traversal.** We traverse the occupancy histogram tree in depth first order, visiting child nodes in front-to-back visibility order. In contrast to a standard tree traversal in visibility order, we do not only emit indices for leaf nodes, but for all non-empty nodes as well.

In fact, each node index is emitted twice, such that the subsequent rasterization is able to differentiate bounding box front and back faces, respectively (in the fragment shader). Each non-leaf index is emitted before its child nodes are visited, and is again emitted afterward. The former index is marked for front face rasterization. The latter index is marked for back face rasterization. Leaf node indexes are emitted twice back-to-back: first for front face, then for back face rasterization.

Visiting all occupancy histogram tree nodes recursively in visibility order proceeds in the following (standard) manner. Given a view point (for perspective projection), or a view direction (for orthogonal projection), we compute in which of eight possible octants it lies. This octant then determines the order in which child nodes have to be visited.

**Relation to rasterization.** This approach enables the subsequent rasterization stage to generate ray segments in front-to-back order, and achieve the desired property that smaller boxes inside larger boxes are preceded by the front face of the enclosing larger box, and are succeeded by its back face. This is illustrated in Fig. 5. This property is fundamental to achieving one of the major properties of the Sparse-Leap algorithm: that the occupancy class of smaller occupancy geometry bounding boxes correctly overrides that of larger bounding boxes.

### 7 Ray Segment List Generation

Given the occupancy geometry and the computed visibility order, we can now rasterize this geometry to create the corresponding ray segment lists, such as the ray segment list of the ray depicted in Fig. 5. Rasterizing the occupancy geometry results in a sequence of ray events. These events are processed directly during rasterization (in the fragment shader), during which ray events may be merged or deleted. The remaining ray events then form the resulting ray segment list.

#### 7.1 Ray Events

Each fragment generated during occupancy geometry rasterization results in the creation of a ray event. Each ray event corresponds to the intersection of a ray with one of the six faces of an occupancy geometry bounding box, at a certain depth (position) along the ray. Each box intersected by a ray produces two ray events: one for the intersection with a front face of the box, where the ray enters it, and one for the intersection with a back face of the box, where the ray exits again (Fig. 5). Each ray event therefore has an associated event type, which depends on whether the fragment resulted from the rasterization of a front face or a back face. Each ray event contains the following:

- **Depth.** The position (1D parameter) where the event was generated, i.e., where the ray has intersected a bounding box face.

- **Event type (entry or exit).** We store whether the event resulted from entering a bounding box or from exiting (leaving) it, respectively. Bounding box front faces produce entry events; back faces produce exit events. This distinction is crucial for the correct on-the-fly merging and deletion of events (see below).

- **Occupancy class.** The occupancy class of the event can be either empty, non-empty, or unknown. The occupancy class associated with an event depends on whether the event is of type entry or exit, respectively. For an entry event, the occupancy class is set to that of the bounding box that generated the event. For an exit event, it is set to the occupancy class of the box’s parent.

**Correspondence to occupancy histogram tree traversal.** The idea of associating a different occupancy class with a ray event depending on whether it is an entry- or an exit event is simple, but it actually is what enables completely sequential, non-hierarchical “traversal” of the occupancy histogram tree. Without this approach, whenever an
entry event is parsed, the current occupancy class would have to be pushed onto a stack. Likewise, whenever an exit event is parsed, the occupancy class would have to be popped off the stack again.

This point is important to emphasize: For each ray (output pixel), traversing the corresponding linear list of ray events is equivalent to hierarchically traversing the occupancy histogram tree along that ray. However, in our rasterization stage, there is no tree to traverse, and there is no need for a stack, or stack-less hierarchy traversal, which would usually be required to traverse tree nodes in visibility order.

7.2 Ray Segment Lists

Each ray segment list is a singly-linked list for a given pixel that stores ray events in front-to-back visibility order. Ray events and segments, as they result from occupancy geometry, are illustrated in Fig. 5.

A ray segment is the interval bounded by two consecutive ray events. Corresponding to the rasterization that produces each ray event as described above, each ray segment is thus started either by a front face or by a back face of a bounding box in the occupancy geometry.

Initial ray segment list. The default ray segment list for each pixel is a single segment with occupancy class unknown that starts at the volume bounding box front face position and ends at the volume bounding box back face position. This list comprises the corresponding two ray events: entering the volume bounding box, and exiting it, respectively.

7.3 Occupancy Geometry Rasterization

The occupancy geometry array is rasterized in a single rendering pass. For each fragment that is generated during rasterization, we invoke a fragment shader that generates the ray segment list for that fragment. Detailed pseudo code is given in the supplementary material.

Determining the event type. The first task of this shader is to determine whether the fragment has resulted from the rasterization of the front face, or the back face, of a bounding box. This determines whether the corresponding ray event should be created with type entry or exit, respectively. This event type has to be compared against the flag stored in the occupancy geometry array, which kind of face should be retained: fragments from front faces, or fragments from back faces.

7.3.1 Ray event merging and deletion during rasterization

In order to speed up the subsequent ray-casting stage, it is crucial to avoid an unnecessarily high depth complexity (i.e., total number of events per ray) in the ray segment lists. We achieve this by performing on-the-fly merging and deletion of ray events during rasterization.

Our rules for processing ray events at the same position (depth) are:

- Two events of the same type (entry or exit) can always be merged, retaining only the second event, and overwriting the first one. The surviving occupancy class will be that of the second event.
- Two events where the first is of type exit, and the second of type entry, can both be deleted when the occupancy classes of the second event and the event before the first event match. This happens for consecutive segments of the same occupancy class.
- Two events where the first is of type entry, and the second of type exit, can both be deleted, independent of the corresponding occupancy classes. This happens when a ray grazes a bounding box edge or corner, generating two events at the same depth.

These rules can be executed simply for each incoming event (rasterized fragment) in the fragment shader whenever a fragment is processed, accessing the tail of the ray segment list built so far. Nevertheless, since each rule transforms a consistent ray segment list into a likewise consistent, updated ray segment list, this incremental update strategy results in the desired, consistent ray segment list for any arbitrarily long sequence of incoming events (rasterized fragments).

The second rule above will implicitly grow multiple consecutive segments of the same occupancy class into a single longer segment. Additionally, in order to handle boundary cases that would otherwise result in an unnecessarily high depth complexity, we detect and remove all very short empty ray segments that cannot be merged into a longer empty segment because they precede a non-empty segment.

8 Rendering

In our implementation, volume rendering is performed via ray-casting in a ray-guided volume rendering framework [14]. Adding Sparse-Leap to the existing code was quite easy due to our conceptual separation of rendering and empty space skipping. Ray-guided volume rendering is built on the basic principle of lazy evaluation. A data brick is only loaded into memory when the brick is hit by the ray-caster. Whenever the ray-caster hits a brick that has not yet been loaded, a data cache miss for that brick is generated, which, in turn, triggers that the brick will be loaded into memory. In SparseLeap, we extend this concept further from the solely loading of volume data to the loading and computation of the meta-data required by empty space skipping.

8.1 Ray Traversal

When the ray segment lists have been created as described above, the actual ray-casting process only requires a very small modification from a standard ray-casting loop. The standard loop that iterates from sample to sample is augmented by an additional outer loop iterating over the ray segment list. This outer loop iterates linearly from ray segment to ray segment along the ray. We do this by looking at consecutive (overlapping) pairs of ray events in the ray segment list. Segments of occupancy class empty are simply skipped, i.e., the ray position is advanced to the subsequent segment. Segments of occupancy class non-empty, or of occupancy class unknown (they could be either empty or non-empty, without knowing which), need to be sampled. Sampling is performed exactly as in standard ray-casting, in any way desired.

8.2 Cache Misses and the Occupancy Histogram Tree

Our implementation of SparseLeap utilizes two different types of cache misses. The first one supports output-sensitive culling and empty space skipping. The second one is standard in ray-guided volume rendering, except for our use of the occupancy class unknown.

Occupancy misses. For segments of occupancy class unknown, the ray-caster generates an occupancy miss, so that the actual occupancy class (empty or non-empty) will be determined via culling. This leads to an output-sensitive (i.e., ray-guided) approach with delayed occupancy class updates: Volume bricks that are never intersected by view rays (because they are occluded, or because they are outside the view frustum) will not even get their occupancy class determined. The latter is crucial for large data, because this means that their culling meta-data need not be fetched or computed, culling need not be performed, and occupancy class changes need not be updated in the occupancy histogram tree. Finally, sub-trees in the occupancy histogram tree that have become homogeneous due to occupancy class updates, i.e., where all nodes are now of the same occupancy class, are substituted on-the-fly by a single node of that occupancy class. Determining homogeneous sub-trees is trivial using the occupancy histograms.

Fig. 6 illustrates these delayed updates of occupancy classes in the occupancy histogram tree, driven by ray-casting and occupancy misses.

Data cache misses. Once the occupancy class of a volume brick has been determined (which happened to resolve an occupancy miss), further behavior depends on whether or not the actual volume data of the brick are resident in the volume cache (a 3D texture [14]). If the volume data are not resident and the occupancy class of the brick is non-empty, a data cache miss will be generated, which, as in standard

Fig. 6. Delayed occupancy class updates. Left: Initially, everything is unknown (the occupancy histogram tree comprises only the root node). Center: Some nodes are now known to be empty. Note the subdivisions. Right: As more nodes become known, the larger homogeneous regions now known to be empty can be represented by single nodes.
ray-guided rendering will lead to the data being loaded. In all other cases, no data cache miss will be generated. These are the cases when the occupancy class is empty or unknown, or the data are already in the cache. The reason for not generating a data cache miss in the unknown case (where data will be sampled, if in the cache, see above) is that we want to avoid burdening the system with loading new data that is not yet known to be needed. In this case, the occupancy miss will simply be resolved first, and only then will data be loaded, if actually needed.

Simplified implementation. While we have just described two different types of cache misses, the entire required functionality between GPU and CPU can be implemented by the ray-caster reporting a single, unified type of miss (essentially consisting of a brick ID). The cache miss semantics described above leave only one choice for the conceptual type of miss “meant” by the ray-caster in each case, so it is always clear whether to resolve an occupancy miss or a data miss.

8.3 Cache Usage and the Occupancy Histogram Tree

For fully output-sensitive culling and empty space skipping, we track usage information for nodes in the occupancy histogram tree, and retire unused nodes over time. In our implementation, we combine this with the usage reporting of the out-of-core memory management system [14]. The ray-caster reports which parts of the volume it still needs to be cached in the volume cache. From this, the corresponding nodes in the occupancy histogram tree are computed. Unused nodes are retired regularly using a least-recently used (LRU) scheme. This approach keeps the size of the occupancy histogram tree in correspondence with the currently visible part of the volume (the working set in cache terminology). In this way, the occupancy histogram tree can be made to scale with the current output size instead of the whole volume.

9 IMPLEMENTATION

Our implementation is integrated with a large-scale out-of-core ray-casting system [14]. We use OpenGL with GLSL shaders for implementing the entire SparseLeap pipeline. For the rasterization of the occupancy geometry into ray segment lists, fragments need to be processed in the same order as they are submitted to OpenGL, according to the occupancy visibility ordering (Sec. 6.2). In order to be able to guarantee this, the fragment shader executed during the rasterization of the occupancy geometry makes use of the fragment shader interlock capability of recent GPUs. This capability is exposed in OpenGL by the ARB extension ARB_fragment_shader_interlock, whose usual main application is order-independent transparency. For evaluation and all timings that we report, we have used an NVIDIA GeForce Titan X (Pascal) GPU with 12 GB RAM, which supports this extension.

9.1 Data Management and Culling Granularity

Our goal is to decouple the empty space skipping architecture from the actual volume rendering architecture. We therefore conceptually separate the meta-data needed for empty space skipping from the actual volume data. In our case, meta-data refers to aggregated information for box-shaped volume regions, such as the min/max value of the contained scalar data, and a set of IDs of contained segmented objects.

Meta- and Volume Data Subdivision. Separating the handling of meta-data from the actual volume data allows our implementation to use a different granularity for skipping empty space than that for managing volume data. Especially for finely detailed structures, empty space skipping ultimately needs to be done with a finer granularity (e.g., 16^3 blocks) than a brick size that is still feasible for memory management (e.g., 32^3 blocks). We can currently use a granularity as small as 4^3 blocks for empty space skipping of terabyte-sized volumes.

10 EVALUATION AND RESULTS

We evaluate SparseLeap using the volume data sets listed in Table 1, and compare against a reference implementation of empty space skipping using octree traversal, which we implemented in the same framework [14]. Our approach scales better to finely detailed, sparse data.

10.1 Data Sets

Table 1 gives information on resolution and size of the data sets that we have used. All volumes are segmented, and the table lists the number of segmented objects (segments), and the occupancy (the percentage of non-empty voxels vs. the total number of voxels) of each volume.

Connectome data set: SEM Mouse Cortex. A major motivation for developing SparseLeap was the mouse cortex data set depicted in Fig. 8. It is a high-resolution SEM (scanning electron microscopy) volume that our collaborators in neuroscience have manually segmented sparsely, i.e., only a few thousand select structures were segmented instead of densely segmenting millions of structures in the SEM. Neuroscientists analyze these volumes by zooming in on interesting areas, and either examining individual segments, or using interactive visual queries [2] to rapidly select different subsets of segments that are of interest, such as axons connected to the red dendrite depicted in Fig. 8.

10.2 Comparison to the State of the Art

We evaluate our novel algorithm by comparing it to two other approaches: (1) rendering without empty space skipping as a baseline, and (2) state-of-the-art image-order empty space skipping using an octree. For the latter comparisons, we have implemented octree-based empty space skipping, since this is the de-facto standard for volume rendering of large data. Usually, ray traversal (octree traversal) and empty space skipping are tightly linked: Rays intersect octree node boundaries, and at that stage determine if the block should be sampled or whether it can be skipped. The two major drawbacks are: (1) A lot of tree traversal down (and maybe up) the tree is incurred; (2) It is usually not possible to skip multiple consecutive empty nodes in one step. Each node has to be visited in turn, advancing the ray position to the next node’s boundary after the current node has been traversed (sampled or skipped). A lot of unnecessary ray-box intersections are computed. Different octree traversal approaches incur different amounts of overhead [9, 16, 17, 37]. We have implemented the octree traversal during ray-casting using the standard kd-restart algorithm [9].

Fig. 7 contrasts the qualitatively very different approaches to subdividing space for empty space skipping that our method employs vs. the fragmented subdivision incurred by a standard octree approach.

10.3 Performance

We compare overall frame rates, as well as the overall depth complexity incurred by accessing the empty space skipping data structure.

10.3.1 Rendering performance

Table 1 compares frame rates for ray-casting using the three evaluated approaches: ray-casting without empty space skipping, ray-casting with standard octree-based empty space skipping, and ray-casting using SparseLeap. We report frame rates for two different volume occupancy settings that allow us to compare performance between dense and sparse volume scenarios. It can be seen that our approach always outperforms ray-casting without empty space skipping. However, the most significant performance gains are obtained for sparse volumes.

Fig. 8 (left) and Fig. 9 give a detailed evaluation for a single data set (the SEM Mouse Cortex). We show the performance impact of different block sizes (Fig. 8) and data resolution levels (Fig. 9), for two
different volume occupancies (dense, sparse). In the latter, the performance of ray-casting without empty space skipping is almost the same for the sparse and dense cases, respectively. However, octree skipping can be even slower than no skipping for some resolution levels in the dense case. SparseLeap is more efficient in both scenarios.

Disabling rasterization. Alternatively to rasterizing the occupancy geometry every frame, and then using the resulting ray segment lists in the ray-casting shader, we can also disable the rasterization stage and re-use the previous ray segment lists. This option can be used whenever the view has not been rotated or moved, e.g., when only parameters such as lighting or sampling rate have been changed. In this case, the existing ray segment lists can be re-used without performing rasterization, leading to even higher performance. The corresponding frame rates are reported in Table 1 in the second SparseLeap column.

10.3.2 Depth complexity (view-dependent)

Fig. 8 (right) shows a comparison of the depth complexity during ray-casting using SparseLeap for different block sizes, compared with standard octree empty space skipping (lower is better). Our hybrid approach significantly limits the number of nodes that need to be accessed (rasterized) and that have to be visited during ray-casting. This leads to a lower depth complexity compared with the octree approach. We report the average depth complexity over all rays of the measured frame, as well as the maximum depth complexity (dashed lines).

In SparseLeap, the average depth complexity stays roughly constant when the granularity becomes finer. This is due to the fact that we incur the fine granularity only where it is required by fine structures inside the volume. On the other hand, in the octree-based approach a finer granularity always leads to a higher depth complexity. This is due to the fact that smaller blocks lead to a higher spatial fragmentation, even in completely empty regions, corresponding to Fig. 7 (right).

10.3.3 Memory requirements

The GPU memory requirements of SparseLeap consist of two parts. The first part is the storage required for the occupancy geometry. The second part is the storage required for the ray segment lists.

GPU geometry (occupancy geometry vs. octree). Our occupancy geometry always contains significantly fewer nodes than the equivalent octree representation, which we have directly compared using our two implementations. The reason for this is that many occupancy histogram tree nodes do not emit any geometry, whereas they do have to be stored in an equivalent octree representation on the GPU. In practice, we have observed a memory usage of just several dozen to a few hundred kilobytes for the occupancy geometry used by SparseLeap, whereas the equivalent octree consumed several megabytes.

GPU ray segment list buffer. The storage for ray segment lists depends on the screen resolution, and is equivalent to a frame buffer with multiple layers. The actual memory requirement depends on the average depth complexity, which, as shown in Fig. 7, is very low in SparseLeap. For example, an average depth complexity of 4 requires allocating a buffer of ‘four times the screen resolution’ linked list elements, plus allocating a linked list head pointer for each pixel. In our implementation, the size of each list element is 12 bytes, and the size of each list head is 16 bytes. For a screen resolution of $1200 \times 1200$, a buffer of 154 MB suffices up to an average depth complexity of 8.

CPU memory. The CPU memory requirements between the occupancy histogram tree and a standard octree structure are very similar. Apart from standard child pointers, the histograms stored in the occupancy histogram tree consume only three integer counts per node.

11 Discussion

Important characteristics that make SparseLeap unique: (1) Rasterizing intersections of rays with the occupancy geometry into ray segment lists moves the major cost of empty space skipping from the ray-casting stage into the faster GPU hardware rasterization. (2) Empty space skipping during ray-casting is not hierarchical. Each ray simply traverses the linear list of successive ray segments without costly fine-grained hierarchy traversal. (3) Temporal frame coherence (reusing occupancy geometry) as well as ray coherence (rasterization of each bounding box maps to many pixels/rays at the same time) are implicitly exploited. This amortizes the cost over successive frames as well as over nearby rays. (4) SparseLeap is efficient even for drastically changing sparsity characteristics due to transfer function changes and on-/disabling of segmented objects, without re-computing a space subdivision. (5) Ray segment lists conceptually decouple empty space skipping from volume sampling. This allows combining our approach with any out-of-core strategy and any volume representation, e.g., grids, octrees, kd-trees, AMR, page table hierarchies, and so on.

Sparsity of data. The amount and structure of sparsity in the data has a big influence on the efficiency of empty space skipping, which naturally also incurs overhead (i.e., storing and computing meta-data, look-ups in the data structure) that can only be amortized if the volume that is being rendered is sufficiently sparse. Ideally, a volume renderer

---

Fig. 8. Performance comparison for different culling granularities. We compare SparseLeap (ERT), for block sizes of 3$, 8$, 16$, and 32$. Right: Depth complexity during ray-casting. The solid line represents the average depth complexity over all rays, the dashed line represents the maximum depth complexity. (Viewport: $1200 \times 1200$, Geforce Titan X, data set: SEM Mouse Cortex.)

Fig. 9. Performance comparison for different resolution levels. We compare SparseLeap against an octree-based approach for block sizes of 8$^3$ and 16$^3$, respectively, for a sparse and a dense volume (see Fig. 8, right). L4 is the lowest data resolution, L1 the highest. Dashed lines are for the performance of SparseLeap when the rasterization does not need to be updated, e.g., when only the light direction changes. (Viewport: $1200 \times 1200$, Geforce Titan X, data set: SEM Mouse Cortex.)
should automatically detect the point at which empty space skipping should be suspended, and switch to standard rendering for very dense volumes. We defer a detailed investigation of this issue to future work.
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